ELIMINATES
ODORS
Eliminates cat odors such as
urine, tomcat spray and feces
on multiple surfaces while
leaving a fresh scent.

• Carpet Soaker 16oz (474ml)
• Concentrate 16oz (474ml) makes 32 16oz bottles

Safe, effective and

economical product
for use at home or
in the clinic.

Fax: 816.873.3223
Phone: 888.873.3442
Email: william@thornell.com
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Background
Unpleasant animal-related odors are a common, daily occurrence, and managing them safely and effectively is an important part of
keeping your work environment pleasant, your clients satisfied, and pets happy. Thornell specializes in creating products that
permanently eliminate malodors – complex blends that work through counteraction, absorption, molecular bonding, inhibitors and
residual actions. They are NOT masks. They are NOT enzymes. Each of Thornell’s products is specially formulated for a unique purpose.

Uses
Eliminates animal odors in carpets, upholstery and other porous surfaces from urine, tomcat spray, feces, emesis and more. Works
where other products haven’t and won’t. Contains no enzymes so may be used without loss of efficacy with or after detergents (carpet
shampoo) and germicides. Soaker top penetrates to the source of the odor where sprays and powders only treat surface problems.
Removes many stains.

Directions for Use
CONCENTRATE
Remove cap from the small, graduated part of the bottle. Squeeze large part of bottle, with cap on, forcing Cat Odor-Off Fresh Scent
into the measurement chamber.
• Dilute ½ oz. of Cat Odor-Off Fresh Scent Concentrate to 16 oz. of water in a spray or pour-on applicator.
Spray or pour on the source of the odor. If on carpet saturate to reach the odor source. Work in thoroughly if possible. Allow to dry. If
odor persists after Cat Odor-Off Fresh Scent has dried, the source of the odor has not been reached. Continue to reapply as necessary.
May be applied directly to the animal, on cages, fabrics, carpets and any place a problem odor exists. Very effective when applied to the
surface of litter boxes.
SOAKER
Pull up on the applicator cap, point the bottle at the problem area and squeeze. If on carpet saturate to reach the odor source. Work in
thoroughly if possible. Allow to dry. If odor persists after Cat Odor-Off Fresh Scent has dried, the source of the odor has not been reached.
Continue to reapply as necessary.
May be applied directly to the animal, on cages, fabrics, carpets and any place a problem odor exists. Very effective when applied to
the surface of litter boxes.

Product Safety
All Thornell products are safe for use on any surface or directly on the animal. As with any pet care product, consult with your veterinarian
and review and follow the label directions. Contains water, proprietary essential oil blend and preservatives. Keep out of the reach of
children. For external use only.

Cautions
Spot test for color fastness before applying to any fabric. Do not spray directly into animals eyes.
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